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Hi everyone,
With just over 2 weeks to go we are looking forward to a strong
finish to term 2.
We recently had rather extensive flooding in Science Playgroup
room. New vinyl flooring will be installed in the coming weeks,
creating a larger area for wetplay/science art craft.
The Island bench is now on castors for easy mobility. A big thank
you to Jon Newman for assisting to pull up carpet, cut off power
and rebuild the kitchen bases and the castors on the island bench.
Recently the teaching staff attended a professional development
day focused on Autism Spectrum Disorder facilitated by expert
Sue Larkey. The session focused on teaching strategies and
behavior support. We have included information from this session
on pages 7,8 & 9 of this newsletter.
School Reports will be going out on the last day of term with
Parent /Teacher interviews available the first week of Term 3.

Important Dates Term 2
June

Tue 7th - Australian Ballet workshop
Thur 9th - Australian Ballet performance WPAC
Fri 10th - Tree planting at Eldorado Dredge
10am - 12pm (weather permitting)
Mon 13th - Queens Birthday public holiday
Tue 21st - School Council meeting
Fri 24th - Last day Term 2 - finish 2.20pm

July

Mon 11th - First day Term 3 -Carra @
Everton

How beautiful is our entrance

Science

This week students have continued their work on forces.
Senior students investigated the effect weight or height of ramp had on how far a cylinder would roll. This
gave students practise in measuring distance using metres and centimetres and using digital scales to
measure weight. Sadly the weather did hamper students attempts with using sand to add weight to the
containers as both Mondays had been very wet and cold.
Junior students have been investigating different movements including spin, roll, and slides and can have
studied a series of objects to see if they roll easily or not easily and what might help them to roll.

Science at home.
A new part of the newsletter that I will be adding each addition is a science experiment you can do at
home. While our science lesson increase student knowledge of concepts a real goal is to develop inquiry
skills that students can use when undertaking their own investigations.
Two areas of focus that are important for students, and that can be undertaken at home, are predicting
and observing. When undertaking these activities have students predict what they think might happen
or what might be happening during the activity.
Questions to ask• What do you think might happen?
• Why do you think that?
• Have you seen something like this before? (a link to prior knowledge)
• What can you see happening?
• Can you describe what is happening?
• Look closely at the raisins in the water what do you notice?
• I wonder what would happen if we used juice instead of water?
• Do you think this would work for other fruits? Such as berries, banana slices
• Can you record what you found out? Labelled drawing, video explanation etc.

Diving Raisins

Gymnastics

As part of our Active Schools Grant, Indigo Gymnastics will run sessions each
Thursday for our students.
During Term 3 we will be having Working Bees to begin refurbishing the old
Outside School Hours portable into a gymnastics area for these sessions.

Australian Ballet Visit

On Tuesday we were fortunate enough to have Alex and Jasmine from the Australian Ballet
come to the school and do a workshop with both the junior and senior classes. Students will
be attending the Wangaratta Performing Arts Centre this Thursday to see a performance by
the ballet called 'Pomi & Gobba', adopted from a traditional Wiradjuri story

Music with Phillip

Phillip Stone has been teaching guitar to individual students for some time. We are
pleased that he has agreed to take our junior students for drumming using
Djembes and our Years 3 - 6 students for Ukulele each alternate Monday when we
are not at Everton.

Happy 7th Birthday Amelia!

